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ABSTRACT. We obtain an atomic decomposition for two-parameter parabolic

Hp spaces, showing simultaneously an integral inequality between Lusin func-

tions and nontangential maximal functions. As its consequence, we generalize

Fefferman's weak type estimates for double singular integrals.

1. Introduction. Gundy and Stein [6] proved that Hp spaces on the bidisc

are characterized in terms of Lusin functions. Under a certain restriction, this was

extended to parabolic Hp spaces by [7]. In the present note we consider parabolic

Hp spaces on R™ xR"2 again and extend R. Fefferman's atomic decomposition (see

[4]) to this setting, which enables us to remove the restriction mentioned above and

brings the Lusin function characterization of two-parameter parabolic Hp spaces.

(See Theorems 1 and 2.) As a consequence, C. Fefferman's weak type estimates for

double singular integrals are further generalized (see [3, 7] and Theorem 3).

2. Preliminaries. Here are some of our notations and background materials.

(2.1) If x G Rn = R"1 x Rn2 (n = m +n2), we write x = (z(1),2(2)), xw =

(1^4°.•••>*#)«;R,N (¿ = 1,2). LetDt=R^'+1 = {(xW,tl)GRn'+1: U > 0}

and D = Di x D2. If X = (x^\ti;x^,t2) G D, we also write X = (x,t), where

x = (x^,x^),t = (ti,t2).

(2.2) We consider a linear transformation P¿ of Rn' such that (Ptx^,x^) >

(x^'\x^) for all x^l\ where (■, •) denotes the ordinary inner product. Let A\l: =

exp(P,(logit)) (U > 0). For ¿W ¿ 0, pW(z(i)) denotes the unique t% such that

lA^.x^l = 1, where | • | = (■, -)1/2- Let p^(0) = 0. (See Calderón and Torchinsky

[I]-)
(2.3) Let B™ be a subset of Rn- such that B& = ty«: p(0(x(0 - j/W) < tj

for some x^ G Rn" and tt > 0. Then we say that B^ is a ball centered at xW

with radius U and write B^ = B^(x^,U). We define BÍi] = BÍi](x^,ti) =

B^(x^,Ui), Bf = B(Í](x^\ti) = B«(xW,20í¿) and if R = ßWxflW, we set

Rt = BÍ1] x BÍ2], R+ = B{+] x B(2). We also write R = R(x,t), R* = R,(x,t),
R+ = R+(x,t).

3. Atomic decomposition. Let rjjW G y(Rni) (the Schwartz class) be such

that

(3.1) suppV>w cB(t)(0,l);
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(3.2) r{gr^{Af^))^dA = i    if eW ± o,
Jo li

where iFifW is the Fourier transform of tp^ and A\\    is the transposed transfor-

mation of A¡1' ;

(3.3) for every monomial x^%' ' of degree |a¿| < Ni — 1,

where JVj (> 1) will be determined later.

Let / be a tempered distribution on R™. Then the Lusin function for / is defined

by
(\ 1/2

[      \f*Mv)\2tritridy£-)      ,
Jr(x) '1*2/

r(i) = {(y, t) G D: ?«(*« - y^) < U (i = 1,2)}

where

and

^t(y) =W11)(2/(1))W22)(2/{2))

with the usual notation: ^(y(i)) = t'1'^(A{£ V°), 7» = traceP¿. Let

<pW G <9*(Rn<) be such that supp<pw C B^(0,1),' J <p{i) dx^ = 1. Set <pt(x) =

<ptl (x^)<Pf.2'(x^) and define the radial maximal function /+ by f+(x) =

supt |/ * <pt(x)\. Then it is known that if /+ e Lp (0 < p < oo), then S(f) G Lp

and||S(/)||p<c||/+||p(see[7]).

In this section we prove that if f G L2 (this is assumed for simplicity) and

S(f) G Lp (0 < p < 1), then / can be decomposed into atoms, showing at the same

time the inequality: ||/+||p < c||5(/)||p. Here an atom is a function a vanishing

outside an open set U of finite measure and satisfying

\a * <pt(x)\ < 0R]%ut?iU^y M(*)    for a11 x and *'

where a > (2 — p)/2p and M is a function such that

||M||2 < It/I1/2"1/"

(for R(x,t), R+(x,t) see (2.3)).

THEOREM 1. Suppose that f G L2 and S(f) G Lp (0 < p < 1). Then there are
a sequence of numbers {Xj}^2.1 and a sequence of atoms {aJ}'jL1 such that

(a) / = Yl'jLi ^jaj (the series converges in S"');

(b) l^jLi l<\/'lp < cll'S'i/)!^, where c is independent of f.

As a consequence we have

THEOREM 2.   Let f be a tempered distribution on Rn such that

y/(0(l + |C|ar'e£a(Rn)
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for some I > 0.  Then

||/+||P<c||5(/)||p        (0<p<l).

For the case when Pt is diagonal, see [7].

Now we prove Theorem 1. We first require some preliminaries. Following [5], let

{B(1\xj , 2_1): j = 1,2,...} be a maximal family of mutually disjoint balls. Let

flJJ = B^(A^]kxf,2k) for an integer k and set 3J(i,k) = {B{¿: j = 1,2,...},
3§(i) = UfcL-oo^i*'^)- Then we can easily see

(3.4) REMARK. Similar results to those of [5, Lemma 7.14] hold for 38 (Ï).

This remark enables us to proceed as in [5, Chapter 7]. For B*v G 3§(i,k),

let <;% = XB(.>/£c<oe^,fc)Xc<.> and 'So = & e R: 2fc+1 < U < 2k+2}.

Set 32 = {B(1) x B^: B& G ¿S{i) (i = 1,2)}. For R = B™ x #(2) € ¿^ let

Çr(x) = ÍVi>(z(1))&(z(2,)> IR = /¡g, x lfm, D(R) = RxIR and set

r Ai
or(x)=        ÇR(y)f*My)1Pt(x-y)dy-—,

Jd(R) tll2

-(L
(R)

1/2

\f * My)\2 dy -—
R) flf2

Next for an integer k, let Ok = {x G R":  S(f)(x) > 2k}, 32(k) = {R G

|-ßnOfc| > |Ä|/2, |i?nOfc+i| < |Ä|/2}. Then as in [2 and 5], we have

(3.5) J2 b* = f    in *"''
R€&

(3.6) J2    S2R<c22k\Ok\
RE¿?(k)

(3.7) if 32' is a subset of 32, then

2

R€¿%' R€âr'

bet ak = J2R€^{k)bR, Uk = {x G R": Ms(xok)(x) > lOO^'-^}. Here Ms

is the strong maximal operator defined by Ms(f)(x) = supx€Ä |i2|_1 fR \f(y)\ dy,

where R = B^ x B^ and B^ is a ball in R"\ Suppose that Ni and N2 in (3.3)

are large enough to satisfy 6 = 6(Ni,N2) = min{Ni/~ji, N2/12} — 1 > (2 - p)/2p.

Then, as in [4], to prove Theorem 1 it is sufficient to show

(3-8) \ak*<pt(x)\ < I - - I   L(x),

where L is a function such that ||L||2 < c22fc|Ofc|.

To prove (3.8), fix k, x, t and let 32* = {R G 32(k): RtnS is not empty}, where

5 = R(x,t). Then since supp&fi C fi„ we have ak * <pt(x) = J2Re£f bR * <Pt(x).
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If R = BW(yW,si) x 5(2)(y(2),s2), then we define k(R) = <h, h(R) = s2. With
this notation we classify 32* as follows:

&(1) = {Rg32*

5?(2) = {Rg32*

&(3) = {Rg32*

5f(A) = {RG32*

h(R)<h(S), h(R) < h(S)},

h(R)<h(S), l2(R)>h(S)},

h(R)>h(S), h(R)<h(S)},

h(R)>h(S), h(R)>h(S)}.

For j = 1,2,3,4, let Aj = YlR€¿?tj)l>R (if _S"(j) is empty, let Aj = 0. This rule

is in effect throughout this note). We estimate Aj * <Pt(x) separately and prove a

similar estimate to (3.8) for each Aj.

First we estimate Ai * ipt(x). It is sufficient to prove

1/2

(3.9) \Al*n(x)\<c(£±^)S\    £    Ms(bR

since by (3.6) and (3.7) we have

/    £    Ms(bR)2dx<c   Yl    [\bR\2dx<c   ¿2   S2R < c22k\Ok\.
R€.Jl(k) R£.Jl(k) R€J?(k)

Let R G £?(1). We estimate bR * ft(x)- Recall that suppôt C R*. Therefore,

since yjW has vanishing moments up to the order Ni — 1, using Taylor's formula

and noting R» C 5+, we easily find

\bR*Mx)\<c^)Nl Ç-^)N2 \Sr JjbR\dy.

Next, since R C S+, it follows that \S+r\Uk\ > \R\/2. Combining these inequalities,

we have

\bR * <Pt(x)\ < c(\S+ n Uk\/\S\)S\R\ |5r1Ms(6fi)(x).

Thus

(3.10) L4i*^(x)|<C   £    (^igi^1)   ¡RUSr'MsibnKx).

Let 3?(S) = {Rg32: AC S+}. Then, note that (3.4) implies

çJifeili)-Re^(i) rbT(s)

where c is independent of x and t.  Thus, applying the Schwarz inequality to the

right hand side of (3.10), we obtain (3.9).

Next we estimate A2*y?t(x). For an integer m let Jf(m) = {R G S?(2): h(R) =

2m} and A2>m = ¿ZRe.*(m) bR- Then ^2 = Em=-oo A2,m (recall that A2,m = 0 if
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^#(m) is empty). Let

W(m) = {5(1) G 33(1): B{1) x B^ G Jt{m) for some 5(2) G 33(2)},

3! (m, ß(1)) ={RG Je (m): R = ß(1) x B™ for some B(2) G 33(2)},

3(BW) = {RG 32(k): R = B(1) x B{2) for some Bm G 33(2)}

(B^ G 33(1)),

g(B^)=$(B^)r\3'(l).

Then

A2,m*<Pt(x) =      J2 ft(x-y)        ^2        bR(y)dy
BW&W(m) ReS(m.BW)

£       I <Pt(x-y)      £      bR(y)dy

StDeg'fm)' Re9S(BW)

B<-V€W(m)

= Hm- Im,    say.

As in the estimate for Ai * ipt(x), we have

6

£ <Pt(x-y)      £      bR(y)dy

BWsW(m)J RGgfBUÎ)

(3.11) £     In
m=—oo

<c(lW)'\ E *iww
1/2

fl€¿5?(fc)

It remains to estimate Em #"»• Let GBW(y) = YtR€S,Bw) bR(y) (Bw G 33(1)).

Then, for B^ G W(m), consider the integral:

J = jVM1] -y(l\xW -yW)GBW(yW,yW)dyW.

If we fix yW and regard GB(i> as a fonction of yW, then 67Bo) has vanishing

moments up to the order 7Vi - 1 and is supported in Bi1'. By Taylor's formula,

this implies that

(om \Ni     r

IT)   jBW\GB^(y{1\y{2))\dyw-

Note that if B^ G W(m), then BÏl) C B^(x^\20h). Thus, integrating J with

respect to j/2' and using (3.12), we find

1/<Pt(x-y)GBli)(y)dy <c(—J     \S\-1js   \GBW(y)\dy

Consequently

(3.13)
/2m \ ^l Í

\Hm\<c(—)  isr1/    Yl   igb(u
\  1 / Js+ B(l)ff,m)

(2/)l<ty.
B<')£f(m)
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Let Fm(y) = Es(i)&«(i,m) \Gßw(y)\2- Since by Remark (3.4) we have

£        *b<'> £ c

fl(')eJ(l,m)

(where c is  independent  of m),   from the Schwarz inequality  it follows that
1 11

EfliDgrfm) \Gbw\ < cFrrl  ■ Therefore, by (3.13) we have

\Hm\<c(2m/ti)N>Ms(Fm/2),

so that

N,

(3.14) 5> ^£ Ms(FlJ2),

where the summation with respect to m is taken over all integers m such that

Je(m) is not empty. Note that if Ji(m) is not empty,

(2m/ti)^ <c\s+nuk\/\s\.

Thus, applying the Schwarz inequality to the right-hand side of (3.14), we have

(3.15) 2> <c'T)"{i^^f/2

On the other hand, by (3.6) and (3.7)

/CO CO r. co

Y:   Ms(Fm/2)2dx<c   Y        Fmdx<c   ¿2 £ £      «
m= — co

< c22fc|Ofc|

m = -c»B(i}e,î,(l,m) ñe^fBd))

Therefore, combining (3.15) with (3.11), we obtain a desired estimate. A3 * <pt(x)

can be treated similarly.

Finally we estimate A4 * ft(x). Note that if -5f(4) is not empty, then Uk D S+.

Thus

3

IA4 * <Pt(x)\ < £ |Aj * <pt(x)\ + cMs(ak)(x)

1=1

<£l^j*(pt(i)l + c
i=i

\s+ n uk
Ms(ak)

This is what we need since we have already obtained desired estimates for Aj *

(pt(x) (j = 1,2,3) and by (3.6) and (3.7) we have ||afc||2 < c22fc|0¡t|. This completes

a proof of (3.8).

4. Double singular integrals.  Let K^ G C°°(Rn- - {0}) be such that

i K(l\x{l))(Plx(l),x(l))da(x{l))=0,

/Ist«) |=i

K^(A(;]x{l)) = tr*JÍ«>(xw)    for all U > 0,
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where da(x^) is the area element of 5™,_1 = {x^: \x^\ = 1}. For Si,£2 > 0, set

Keue3(x)=  rj K^(x^){l-XloMe-lp(i)(x(l)))}-

»=1,2

We can generalize the weak type estimates of [3 and 7].

THEOREM 3. Let A and B be compact sets o/R™. /// is a function on R"

such that fB l/l log(2 + |/|) dx < oo and supp / C B, then

ixGA:    sup    |/*/rei,ea(i)|>l}|<c/" |/|log(2 + |/|)da:1
I £l,£2>0 J  | Jb

where c is a constant independent of f.

Combining results of [7] with Theorem 2, we obtain the equivalence with respect

to the Lp-norms of Lusin functions and radial maximal functions (radial maximal

functions can be replaced by nontangential maximal functions). Now we briefly

see how this equivalence implies Theorem 3. Let h G C^R1) be a nonnegative

function such that h(u) = 1 if u < 1 and h(u) = 0 if u > 2. Set

K'euS2(x) = KeuS2(x) rj h(Mp«(:r«)),
t = l,2

where M > 0. Then, by Stein's theorem on limits of sequences of operators, to

prove Theorem 3 it is sufficient to show that

(4.1) sup   |/ * K'e  e (i)| < oo    for almost every x,
£l,£2>0

where / is a function with compact support such that /1/| log(2 + \f\)dx < oo,

ff{xW,xW)dxW = 0 for all x^ G Rni, ¡f(x^,x^)dx^ = 0 for all x^ G

R"2. We can show by a direct estimate that /+ G Lp for some p < 1. Thus, as in

[7], (4.1) follows from the inequality

(4-2) suP||(/*/^)+||p<C||/+||p,
á>0

where

K^(x)= ] [ K(i)(x{l))h(Mpi-t)(x{%))){l-h(8-lp(l)(x{l)))}.

¿=1,2

(4.2) is proved as follows. First, by Theorem 2 we have that ||(/ * Ä"'*')+||p <

c\\S(f * Ä"(e))||p. Next, it is not difficult to see that supé>0||5(/ * -fi"(í))||p <

cllSl/)Up. Finally, from results of [7] it follows that ||5(/)||p < c||/+||p. Combining
these results, we obtain (4.2). See [7] for more details.
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